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Introduction: 

Now a days a mobile phone is not merely a mobile phone. It has turned  into a 
new breed of mobile phones known as “Smartphones”>> 
 
 

 
 

 
Mobile phones or so called handsets have become technologically very advanced 
these days.This technological advancement has turned mobile phones into a 
formidable piece of electronics. User interactive mobile phone applications are 
the new buzz and every day the number of new downloadable applications on 
the mobile phones increases in number. So the users are downloading/installing 
an increased number of applications.  
via online application stores etc. 

 
 
           There are quite a few smartphone operating systems in the market like Android,      
            Black berry OS etc. 
 

So it is pretty visible that there are now numerous (or thousands) of applications 
that are available for download on the smartphones and the number is 
increasing by each passing day. 
 
But here is an alarming bell as well because the speed at which these 
applications are being developed or being introduced on the online stores for the 
download, it is sometimes hard to digest the fact that all of them have done 
some kind of due diligence in order to serve the purpose of the application in its 
full usage or it might harm the smartphone in the disguise of a malware. 
 
 

  



With this advent of the telecommunication growth more and more         
Entrepreneurs  have  heavily invested in the mobile phone application 
market  in order to capture the market for the mobile application and in order to 
make quick profits. 
 

 
So all in all it seems to be a nice idea to develop and market a mobile phone 
application but in turn sometimes it also opens opportunity 
to profit from users’ misfortune. 
 
 
Once a malware is installed on the smartphone, than it becomes a threat not only 
for the phone or the user but can also harm the cellular network in a big way as well 
( depending upon how formidable the Malware is). 
 
 
So with the advent of the smartphones , the security aspect of the smartphones is 
also an important issue these days. There is a lot of research which is taking place in 
this are mainly focusing on to develop new technologies to safeguard the user, 
application provider , the cell network operators and content providers. 
 

                                                                                                                         

   

Solution :  A solution for this threat or problem could be performing  * Lightweight 
certification of Applications* while installing. 
 
As Android phones are the new craze among the mobile users so we are going to 
discuss Kirin security service for Android phones. Kirin certification is basically uses 
security rules. These security rules are basically templates which are designed to match 
unwanted properties in the security configuration. 
 
 

The most effective phone malware mitigation strategy till now is to ensure “that only 
approved software can be installed”. Certification authorities (e.g., SymbianSigned, or 
Apple) put lot of resources towards source code inspection.   
 
 
 
This technology can prevent both malware and general software misuse.  
 



An example of this could be that the software requested by the end user may be 
restricted by the service (“Bluetooth tethering” applications,Voip).  
 
So at the moment lightweight certification seems to be the best security strategy. 
These rules decide whether or not the security configuration bundled with an 
application is safe. 
 
 
The focus of Kirin is on Google-led Android 
platform, because it: 
 
1) Combines useful security information with 

applications,  
 
2)   is already adopted by major American and EU service 
providers 
 
3) is open source. 

 
 
 

Why Kirin? 
 
It is practical In its approach because it  prevents malware and allows the legitimate 
software to get installed.. 
 
 
 
 
Android’s existing security framework restricts permission assignment to an application 

in two ways: user confirmation and signatures by developer keys. These permissions 

are referred to 

 



 

 

 
as “dangerous” and “signature” permissions.  
Android uses “signature” permissions to prevent third-party applications from inflicting 
harm to the phone’s trusted computing base. 
 
Once a phone is deployed, its trusted computing base should remain fixed and must be 
protected.  
 
“Signature” permissions protect particularly dangerous functionality. However, there is 
a tradeoff when deciding if permission should be “dangerous” or “signature.” 
Kirin basically provides a method for customizing the already built in security 
framework of Android. 
 
Every application has a  security policy in Android. Based on the policy configuration 
kirin certifies the application. 
 
 
 
Even kirin is less secure for the people or users who just install applications with taking 
into account the warnings attached to it. But kirin’s analysis inputs can be used for 
some kind of rating system like Privacy Bird… 
 
Privacy bird basically is a web browser plug in and it helps in making the user 
understand the risks bundled with a specific website. 
 
  
 



 

4.: Further Informations regarding Kirin 
 
Kirin is basically relying on some well-defined and constructed security rules. 
In order to program the security rules of the Kirin it is very essential to get a deeper 
insight into the possible threats and the available protection mechanism against that. 
 
Furthermore we are going to discuss a bit about the past mobile phone malwares and a 
projection towards the future malware trends as currently seen on the notebooks, PCs. 
 
And than ,we provide an overview of the Android’s application and security 
Frameworks. 

The Android Operating System: 
 
It is an OS for mobile phones. But  it is often classified as a middleware because it is 
basically  running on top of embedded Linux. The Linux internals which are lying 
beneath  have been customized. 
 
All the application are basically written in JAVA and are run as a process with a unique 
UNIX user ID. 
 

Kirin security rules: 
 
Kirin rules basically helps in detecting the threats from potentially dangerous 
application configurations. 
 
If we are talking about the security of a phone so here we need to define the definition 
of a secure phone. We need to chalk out a framework of conditions which will enable 
us to standardize a phone to be named as safe. 
 
for Android, we can choose the field of security requirements engineering, which is 
basically an off-shoot of requirements engineering and security engineering. 
 
The former is a wellknown fundamental component of software engineering in which 
business goals are integrated with the design. The latter focuses on 
the threats facing a specific system. 

 



 KIRIN Security Service: 
 
 
The design of Kirin is such that it serves as a security service which is running on the 
smartphone. The interface of the installer is designed in a fashion that it interacts 
directly with the security service. This approach is somewhat similar to the Androids 
design principle which allows the applications to be replaced based upon the 
manufacturer and the interest of the customer.. 
 
For flexibility, Kirin is designed as a security service running on the mobile phone. The 
existing software installer interfaces directly. 
 
 Implementation and the analysis: 
 
Once  Kirin is implemented as an  Android application,the primary functionality exists 
within a Service component that exports an RPC interface used by the software 
installer. 
 
This service interprets the KSL rules from a configuration file. KSL rules from a 
configuration file. During installation the installer passes the file path to the package 
archive (.apk file) to the RPC interface. 
 
Afterwards Kirin parses the package to extract the security configuration stored in the 
package manifest.  
 
The PackageManager and PackageParser APIs provide the necessary information. 
 
And now this  configuration is then evaluated against the KSL rules. Finally, 
the passed/failed result is returned to the installer with an exhaustive list of the  
violated rules.As further information ,please bear in mind that Kirin service does not 

access any critical resources of the platform hence does not require any permissions. 

 

Evaluation of the process. 
Practically the so called security rules must both remove/destroy the  malware and 
allow legitimate applications to be installed.  
 
However, Kirin’s certification technique conservatively detects dangerous 
functionality, and it may also happen that it may reject legitimate applications.  
 



 
 
 Any application which fails in  a security rule should be subjected to  
further investigation. But in reality it is to be seen that very few applications 
undergo this process 
 
It could also be possible that a rule could be refined to reduce this number of 
applications which should be subjected to further analysis. 
 
Mitigating Malware: 
 
Kirin can practically mitigate only certain types of malware. So it is to be seen that Kirin 
is not a complete solution for malware. So it is to be seen that Kirin is not a complete 
solution for malware protection. 
 
Kirin was basically developed  by considering different malicious motivations. Some 
motivations are more difficult to practically detect with Kirin. 
 
Malware of destructive or proof of concept origins may only require one permission   

label to carry out this analysis. 

 
concept origins may only require one permission label to carry out this analysis. 

The Road ahead: 
 
The best defense mechanism for mobile phone malware is still not clear and is yet to 
be discovered.and to be pragmatic it requires a combination of solutions.   
Operating systems own protection and security mechanisms  have been improving. 
 
For example the technical  flaw which allowed Cabir to effectively propagate has been 
fixed, and Symbian 3rd Edition which ensures some amount of software checking 
before an application can be installed. 
.  

 
Anti-virus software also act as a second layer of defense against malware. E.g. F secure  
is one of many security solution providers for Symbian and Windows Mobile. However, 
like PC anti-virus software, protection is reactive and depends on updated virus 
signatures. 
 
. 



Walking on the same line of updates signatures a new kind of defense mechanism 
calles as  multiple network-based anomaly detection systems have been proposed. 
 
The basic functionality is that these frameworks report phone activity (SMS and 
Bluetooth usage) and runtime features (CPU and memory usage) to a central server 
which in turn performs statistical anomaly analysis to detect mobile phone malware 
epidemics. 
 
Some  new kind of  Preventative techniques have also been developed or proposed 
e.g..  
 
1.Muthukumaran: Extend Openmoko with SELinux policies to isolate untrusted 
software.  
 
2. Zhang  :incorporate trusted computing and SELinux into mobile phones 
 
3.Security-by-contract : 
 
 
This process kind of supplements the Microsoft’s compact .NET platform by associating 
an application with a “contract” of declared functionality In case if it is to be seen that 
the application deviates from the contractual policy, the runtime environment will stop 
Execution. 
 
Conclusion: 
 
Because of the telecom revolution and introduction of new smartphones, people are 
more inclined to download lot of application on the mobile phones. As the download 
increases hence the risk of malware being downloaded or installed is also going to 
increase. 
 
Technology like Kirin provides Lightweight Mobile application certification at the install 
time and also does not require an extra load of code inspection etc. but helps a lot in 
installing only the legitimate application  on the smartphone. 
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